
Snap Frame Fixing Instructions

1. Lay the poster frame face-up and open all 4 sides using the lever tool.
(Fig. 1).  Remove the cover sheet. 

2. Snap Frames are supplied 
predrilled for screw fixing to any
smooth surface.  Screw holes are
located on the inside of the frame 
and can be used for marking the 
fixing positions. 

If fixing to slightly uneven surfaces
such as brick, be careful not to 
overtighten the screws and distort
the frame.
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3. With the frame securely fixed in
position using the fixings supplied,
it is now ready to accept a poster.
Open all four sides using the lever 
tool, slide the poster into position, 
fit the cover sheet and snap the frame
shut on all sides to hold the poster.
(Fig. 2). 
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Place the lever tool in the inner edge of the profile & open all sides of the Snap Frame.

3. With the frame securely fixed in
position using the fixings supplied,
it is now ready to accept a poster.
Open all four sides using the lever 
tool, slide the poster into position, 
fit the cover sheet and snap the frame
shut on all sides to hold the poster.
(Fig. 2). 
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